Jailer Key
Pistol Kit

This rather unusual kit of parts is available as an all steel set.
The original is thought to have been a ‘Jailers Key’ though the exact period is unknown.
The makers name of ‘G. Trulock’ is upon the top of the key shaft.
Truly a most fascinating addition to our range.

E.J. Blackley and Son

- Lock and Key castings produced in highest quality steel
- Hardening powder
- Screws, correctly profiled as original pattern
- Drawings and instructions
- All parts sold separately if required
- ‘Brandon’ Flint with leather
- All - castings, screws, Solutions and compounds are made ‘in house’ within our foundry and workshops.
- Two options of supply ( see covering letter)
- Overall pistol length 9.1/2” - 24cm.